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"I don't propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily as Chanticleer in the morning tanding on hi roo t if
--Henry David Thoreau
only to wake my neighbors up."

Coastal's Icelandic alumni build cholar
SUbmitted by Public Relations

USC Coastal Carolina College alumni
from Iceland have established a scholarship
fund to award partial tuition grants to academically deserving Icelanders who wish to
attend Coastal. A group of 14 Coastal alumni
met Feb. 15 at Hotel Ork outside of
Reykjavik. the capital of Iceland, to fonnall y
organize as a group. With the graduation of
five more Icelandic students in May 1992,
there will be more than 20 members of the
Icelandic alumni group.
Coastal professor and director of international programs Stephen Nagle presented
a plaque and gave a presentation on new
developments at Coastal to the alumni gathering and helped organize the group. Nagle
also visited Icelandic schools with alumni
and talked to approximately 500 prospective students about Coastal.
"The Icelandic alumni are very enthusiastic about their chance to help other stu-

dents attend the college and keep Coastal's
Icelandic tradition alive and prospering,"
agle said. "They are unique among Coastal
student:s from distant countries and states in
that from the arrival of Icelandic students at
Coastal in the 1980s, they have infonnall y
organize4 as 'the whales.' Each student has
his or her own whale number based on the
order of the date and actual moment of
arrival on U.S. soi1."
Though Coastal's elf t Icelandic students were recruited as scholarship soccer
athletes many subsequent students have
come to the college primarily for academics,
maintaining an overall grade point average
of well over 3.0. Of the 23 Icelandic students to attend Coastal, 20 will have graduated by May 1992, two will have continued
their educations in other institutions, and
one will be continuing at Coastal in the fall.

Continued on page 8.

Kristjan Agustsson (seated).Coas 01 class of 1990.wi hlcelandlCCO-wo e .

FAST FACT: ALCOHOL AWARE ESS

ational Earth Day to be eel bra.
College Press Service

IColiege Students: Heavy Drinking
(5 or men c:Irinks In a row within kilt 2 weeks)

I

Twenty-two years ago. the world officially woke up to the future of the planet.
An international Earth Day celebration
was born. and today the environment has
emerged from a topic of conversation to an
issue of great global and political concern.
As Earth Day 1992 approaches (April
22), colleges and universities are looking
toward promoting their environment science
curriculums and student research projec •
as well as daily campu events and lectures
throughout the week.
For example. in 1991 at Clark University in Worcester, Mas .• the school founded
the George Per ins Marsh Institu ~. the
nation's first university research center deoted to studying the human cause of environmental change and the global respon
The institute include a Center for
Technology, Environment and Devclopment" a Center for Land, Water and Socicty;
a Center for Global Urban Studies; and, the

a
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"Plato is dear to me but dearer still is truth.
I

II

-Aristotle

Olstnbute<! by Tnbune MedIa ServIceS

Editorials
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The faculty senate has successfully proven to us that they are no
more mature than a high school student council. During their last
meeting, the senate voted to disqualify all student members' votes in
faculty senate committees-except for two: campus judicial board
and student affairs committee.
Whatever drove the senate to this conclusion is not exactly
clear. Maybe they have valid gripes concerning student memberships on committees, but isn't their
solution a bit
extreme. Apparently the senate
Students treated unfairly by
does not know how
to deal with
an insensitive faculty senate.
problems. What's
the best way to
solve a problem? Parents and teachers have been preaching this
method for years, centuries, eons. When problems arise, YOU
TALK ABOUT IT. Right?
Give back the students' rights to vote in senate commiuees. Or,
at least, talk about it.

,------==-

Opinion:

I've been editor of this newspaper for two
years, and my tenure has run out. I'll be
graduating in May, leaving a lot behind.
I often look to my brother for advice and
intellectual conversation in general. He brought
up a good point recently. He said that one of the
most uniql!e things about a student newspaper at
a small college is that the newspaper is a
personification of the editor. When he first said this, I wasn't sure if
it was a compliment or criticism. Regardless, though, he made a
good point
Before I finish up here, I'd like to share some final thoughts.
For all you student leaders, I commend you. I know how easy it
can be to get discouraged. Many, many times I've questioned
myself. "Why do I do this? Does anybody really care about what
I'm trying to do?" But as long as you know what you're doing is
right, then keep on doing it
For all you students involved in groups and organizations, keep
up the good work. The chief isn't worth a hoot without a tribe. But
try not to depend so much on the leader of your group to walk you
through every little thing. Show some initiative-take charge when
given the chance.
For all you faculty and staff, show some support. Many of you
guys help out, but there are still too many hight-r-ups who have
problems remembering that they are here for the students. Without
us, you wouldn't be teaching next to the beacn.
In the past two years, I've seen the best of times. I know it
sounds like a cliche, but lowe everything to the staff. This world is
all about people-interacting with people, relating with people, and
working with people. If you don't believe that, then you don't
belong on this planet I've been most fortunate to have the opportunity to work with a select group that takes the bull by the horns. We
all knew what we had to do, and we did it respectably and enjoy- ,
ably.
I've also seen the worst of times. It was the same people, the
staff, who thwarted me past purgatory, past H-E-(double toothpicks), to the end of the line. And you know what? Guess who took
the heat. If I had to do it all over again-well, you probably know
me well enough to figure out what I might do.

'IFte
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The Chanticleer is published every second Tuesday. except when extenuating circumstances apply.
Articles in The Chanticleer do not necessarily express the opinions of the staff of The Chanticleer,
or of Coastal Carolina College. Letters submitted will be edited. The Chanticleer is funded through
the Student Media Committee and advertising revenue. This newspaper is protected under the
copyright laws of the United States. All submissions become property of The Chanticleer.

MEMBER SOUTH CAROLINA PRESS ASSOCIATIO COLLEGIATE DIVISION

LETTERS POLICY
The Chanticleer encourages letters to the editor concerining interesting and timely topics. All letters should be
signed with the author's name, address, telephone number, and major. position. or relation to the college. All
letters will be confinned. Letters are accepted from parties from off-campus. Allielters should be limited to 250
words. All submissions should be typed or legibly written. With no exceptions. allieuers will be edited for length,
clarity. and libelous or lewd material. Any accusations made in letters by the author arc subject to conflrmation
and must be supported by factual materials. Letters may be delivered personally or through campus mail to The
Chanticleer office in room 202 of the Student Cenler. Letters may also be mailed to the above address.
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"Potato-an erect American herb,"
--Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary
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Monk's Comer / Ahasuerus,buckandaquarterStaJfColumnist
"In sum: it is your own mind that
becomes the Buddha Nay! it is your own
mind that is even now the Buddha. The
ocean of true and whispered knowledge of
all the Buddhas derives its source from one's
own mind and thought"
"Remain in me, as I in you. "

I~i~ ~;i!~;~~;~~ii~~
..... ...... parent, never fear! I'll explain all!

(NOT)
First. synchronicity and what it has to
do with anything I've written this past year:
I'm quite sure everybody has heard of causality. (Well, maybe not the word itself.)
Causality is the old cause-and-effect, action-reaction high-school-physics thing; like
when you hit the wall with your toe and
causes a distressing effect--usually you fall
down cursing and hold the toe. So, causality
is the everyday linking of events. Time is a
good linking of events. and time is what I'd
like to look at next.
I'm pretty sure everyone is familiar with
the concept of time. However. I'm not sure
if everyone is aware of how Einstein melted
our brains when he discovered that time
moves backwards as weB as forwards and
that time is relative to the viewer. This is
that story you might have heard where a
twin (who happens to be an astronaut) takes
off on a near-the-speed-of-light journey.
When the twins are reunited later. the astronaut is actually younger than the couch
potato twin. An easier example is that
clocks run at different speeds at different
altitudes. However, I don't have the space to
explain this; but I would like to talk about
space.

I'm quite sure everybody is familiar
with space. If you've ever tried to pac a
suitcase. you're familiar with space. If you've
seen "2001." you're familiar with space (although maybe not with the movie's plot).
Space is also location, like plotting points on
a graph (and if you're really good you can
add a third axis and plot height. width, and
length or x, y. and z). Longitude and lati tude
are neat two-dimensional reference things.
(And if you're really good, you can add
altitude and have a three-tude graph.)
Which brings me to the combination of
these three: causality, time, and space. I'm
pretty sure everybody is familiar with this;
we live in a world governed by them. For
example, knocking your glass off the table
causes it to move through space and time
and break on the floor. And luckily, the
second law of thennodynamics says that
disorder/entrepy/chaos always increases
through time in a closed system. So unordered state will eventually cause an increase
in entropy so that the state will go to a highly
disordered state (like ew York). Well, I
guess we're all going to Hell!
Which brings me to synchronicity. I'm
pretty sure you're tired of hearing about this
without me explaining. "Synchronicity is
no more baffling or mysterious than the
discontinuities of physics." Oh, sort of like
the super-string theory that would unite
relativity and quantum mechanics except
that it claims that if the two are united that
we'd be living in a ten-dimensional universe?
Yeah. Right. So what is synchronicity, so
that all our Police fans can understand what
Sting's saying: "the meaningful coincidence
(a) of a psychic and a physical state or event
which have no casual relationship ... (b) of
similar or identical thoughts, dreams, etc.

occurring at the same time in different
places." So, if synchronicity were to be
considered among the other three, it ould
be a principle outside of causality, sp e,
and time. And we all kno what Wittgenstein
said: ..... The olution to the enigma oflife
in space and time lie outside space and
time." (Well, we all kno no .)
'hich brings me to my point. On an
iconoclastic basis, I' e attempted to e amine what make us tic , what govern our
lives. It's the ages-old existential questio
that I've tried to answer ithout resorting to
any dogma that constantly floats around u •
trying to tell us what to do, impo ing on our
freedoms in a free country. First, there
instinct and consciousnes . Then came the
unconscious and a whole truckload of concep : personal, collective, uncertainty,
feeling, emotion, love, synchronicity, and
Templars. And even Lecter popped by for
avisit Sobyexaminingtbepsycbica tivity
of our lives (consciousness and the vast
realm of the unconscious) I've actually been
searching for something that doesn't necessarily exist in the normal bounds of life,
reality. and bas'c in tincts. Yes, that'srigh
It's the ages-old search for the soul. And
what makes me think something exists
outside our modem reality? Synchronicity.
And where does this something exist? Deep
in the collective unconscious, the Spiri
Mundi. And what's this revelation got to do
with anything?
Simple. In this (post) modem, industrial, nuclear, mas media. pop culture, eare-all-a-social-security-number, entropic
world where our generation was born during
Vietnam; survived the disco-lost world 70s;
grew up and matured during the traitorReagan, Hart-attack political scandal ,

yuppie-Ies -than-zero-, Tiffany- e
me-me-me Os; and here tre j t
be alive in the90 and n

explo and show camp
belief.
Lastly,believenoneofthi.
eitall
up for yourself. (Holy Hogw h!)
"Wen the last red man has v~ ·
from the earth, and
memory ' only
shado of a clo d m in
these shores and fore
spirits of my people, for the love thi earth
a the newborn love its mother' heart
... One thing we kno --our God ' th
Thi earth ' prec'o
Him. Even lh
white man cannot
th
common de tiny."
Chief

Letters to the Editor/ readers' ol!.lnions
Recycling: the
campus problem
Dear Editor.
~ny camnpuses have problems. These problems may range
from vandalism to date rape. But,
one of the most overlooked problems at Coastal is the recycling
program. The lack of organization
and availability can be solved in
only a few steps.
To begin with, Coastal has a
very weak recycling attitude. The
attitude seems to be "those that
will, do, and those that don't.
won't" This problem begins in the
dorms. The only item forced to be
recycled is cans and other alum i-

num products. The fraternities and
sororities collect them from outside the doors every week. A bin
for papers and one for plastics could
be added easily.
Make the opponunity more
readily available, and more students will be willing to participate.
Fraternities and sororities must
participate in certain public service
activities, and this would be a good
idea to add to their list.
The solution is simple, but
what good does recycling do? The
earth is only so large. and our
landfull. are fuling up daily. One
household of four produces seven
to nine pounds of waste a day. This
waste is then delivered to the already full landfills. By recycling,

these landfllls can be saved for
necessary garbage that cannot be

reused.
Recycling is an issue a lot of
people tend to overlook, and its
time someone lOOk a stand to make
a change.
Sincerely,
Kelly Cook

Vietnam War
Dear Editor,
I want to understand a war that
can not be understood. It is much
easier to look in hindsight and say
"we could never win that war."
Looking at the commitment of the
Vietnamese people, it could not
have outweighed the pride and

commitment of the American
people.
The ideal of the American
government are based on freedom
and equality for all humankind.
When we began fighting the Vietnam War, we were fighting for the
South Vietnamese to have that
same freedom. Our government
has its shortcomings in corrupt
leadership and public prote t is
necessary to cure the e ils. ver
the less, it is the be t available. To
say our soldiers "died for 'lothing"
I feel is contrary to this belief.
They were fighting for the ideals
of our government and for frccdom of all human indo Whether
we won or not, they died for my
ideals and yours alike. I'm tha -

ful for th

can.
S'ncercl ,
trina Price
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IIlf there were no God, it would be
necessary to invent him."
--Voltaire

God's Will: What is it? / Michael Wallick, staff columnist
has not appeared to me lately in any burning world and praise from the men who wrote
bush, and no matter which choice I make I the doctrines. If. however. I orient my atti.
ft}·· .. : uNew Age" movement is the con- am going to have to live with my decisions. tude towards the spirit, I will probably be
~:~::;?t:\~~tj;;~:::; cept of right and wrong. FundaThe question was raised to me once, reviled by the world and by the men who
.:.:. :::':.:. ~:":::::. mentalists claim that there are situ- "Does the decision really matter as long as write the doctrines. but I will store up for
ations that are absolutely wrong, and the you learn from the experience?" I pondered myself treasures in heaven.
According to the responses to my colanswers to these questions are dictaled by that question for a long time, months in fact
umn
from letters to the editor I feel I may
God's will. and can be found in the you I could not break free from that fundamencount
myself in the company of some of the
know what "New Age" philosophers claim talist upbringing which taught me that I
that right and wrong are subjective concepts should pray for God' s will and go through greatest men in history. Men who defied
and depend on individual circumstances.
whichever door opens before me. As I have tradition; who put aside the praise of men to
Recently there was a child born in stated before. the open door is not always the live their lives by a higher principle. Men
Florida. baby Theresa. without a brain. The best door to go through, its just the easiest who were persecuted by the orthodox church
parents wanted to have the child declared door to go through. God gave me a brain. establishment because their views did not
legally dead so that her organs could be used He/She gave me principles to live by, and match those which were commonly acto transplant to other needy infants. The He/She gave me a will of my own. If God
courts. however. decided as long as the child had intended for me to mindlessly follow a
was breathing. and her heart was beating she path of open doors He/She must be terribly
was alive and had the right to live.
insecure about His/Her own ability to create
On one side of the argument are those in me a mind and a will which has the ability
who would say that since God allowed the to attune itself with His/Hers.
child to be born. even without a brain and
I do not believe that God is insecure. I
doomed to die. the child should be allowed do believe that I was given talents, and I am
to live out its natural life. On the other side expected to increase those talents by being
of the argument there are those who would conscious of the experiences I have, and
iiit::::.·..: dents of all ages go there for difsay that God allowed the child to be born learning from the outcomes of those expewithout a brain in order that the organs riences. Life was not intended to be a bowl
could be used to save the life of other babies of cherries, it is a part of eternity too. Eternal
next class. One thing I noticed is that there
who had a real chance for a productive life. life is now.
are a variety of activities that can be done in
Who is right, and who has the right to
Experience is the best teacher. I am here
the student center; playing pool. listing to
determine what God's will is for the family to experience as much as I can. according to
music, and doing homework seem to be the
experiencing such a tragedy?
the development of my conscience. and to
most popular.
God's will is, by and far, the most allow the lessons of those experiences shape
The two quarters that I was going to put
perplexing p«?blem which faces those of me the way they wili. according to my
into the coin slots of the pool table had a long
"spiritual conscience." All human beings attitude toward those experiences. If I orient
wait. Desperate pool players had already
can do is make the best guess and hope they my attitude towards the world and the docglued their two quarters on the rail for the
are right I do not mow about you. but God trines of men, I receive treasures from the
proceeding games. The two players who
were already playing were practically
fighting to win. The right-handed shooter
had the pool stick in position to pound the
seven ball to the right side pocket
His nose was one inch from the canvas,
aiming at an accurate shot on the seven ball.
SUCCESS
While this shot was going on, his opponent
eagerly pranced back and forth around the
To laugh often and much;
pool table to create a distraction. To intimidate the shooter, other players who were
To win the respect
waiting for their turn. spoke loudly about the
of intelligent people
correct way to shoot.
and affection of children;
The players who had placed their two
quarters on the rail to shoot held a pool stick
To hear the appreciation of honest critics
tightly. Some were holding the middle of the
and endure the betrayal of false friends;
pool stick. parallel to their bodies. Others
held the top of the stick. hitting the base of
To leave the world a bit better,
the stick on the floor. Finally, afler the eight
whether by a healthy child, a garden patch
ball stuck to the bottom of the corner pocket.
or a redeemed social condition;
the winner smiled and glanced at the looser,
to notice the evil eye of sadness. In · the
To appreciate beauty.
Student Center. the game of pool is won by
to fmd the best in others;
skill.
Besides pool, music plays a great role in
To know even one life has breathed easier
the student center. If it's not the pounding
because you have lived ...
rap, the pranky rock-n-roll, it's the slow offThis is to have succeeded.
beat
country. Whatever kind of music's
Special thanks to Mr. Emerson.
playing, everybody's moving to it. When

1.;.i; .I
·~.i ~l .~ ;.~ :f.: . =~::~;;:c:v~::n!~ f~~

cepted: St. Jerome, Palagius. John
Chrysostom, Origen, Peter Abelard, etc ....
I refuse to be like St Augustine, who to
pass his doctrine of original sin used his
friend and fellow bishop Alypius to bribe
the emperor with eighty Numidian stallions,
and had his opponents excommunicated and
banished from the empire. Is the former the
act of a man who chooses to please the
Spirit, or the act of a man desperately trying
to place the blame of his own faulty decisions
on Adam, and make others think that they,
too. are not responsible for their own sins in
order that he may elevate his own guilty
conscience?

Student Center/

Orji Beaty, guest columnist

II.X

Welcome to My World/
Stuart Mark Axelrod, columnist

:::~:::':dI ~~:i~~ !~ ::~:

::;~~':::;i:;:::~~:~

rap comes on, bodies are tipping side to side.
moving in different directions at the same
time.
Then the selections switch, and the rockn-roll comes on. Students tend to jump up
and down in one place. One thing's noticeable: only the white kids move to this
particular kind of rock-n-roll.
Suddenly someone's choice of country
comes on. Even though country is not played
much, there'sstillsomereaction'tothemusic.
No one dances; someone just screams loudly
for someone to unplug the jukebox. The
students are hitting it as hard as their tough
hands can take. ThroughalJ this, thejukebox
is still playing the same country song. Then
the rap comes back on to calm the jukebox,
other students are shouting loudly to quiet
down. because they're doing their homework.
Over in a lonel y corner are two or three
tables that are set aside for homework purposes. Some students do homewQrk that
require communication, that is needed for
public comm unication classes. The students
converse very loudly, using obscene language. They curse each other out face-toface to practice for their next class. While
the loud con versations are distracting, there's
the person-to-person conversation.
Two students sit quizzing each other for
their next class; eye-to-eye contact proves
seriousness. One smile could break the other
person's concentration. One student sits
anxiously for the next question, only to find
he doesn't know the answer.
The Student Center provides a place for
almost anything. Your enjoyment might
corne from playing aggressive pool, listening to loud music, or doing hard homework.
The student cenler has a place for all of these
things. Try to experience the excitement of
Coastal's Student Cenler one day.

April 14, 1992
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"I never think of the future. It comes
soon enough."
-Albert Einstein
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When the Past Becomes Present /
This is a short essay on our nation'
future. Sound boring? Well, [hope it isn't,
because the part I'm going to focus on ha a
lot to do with your life. how you relate to
other people, and how government relates to
you.
Thomaslefferson was a truly great man.
He was not perfect. He saw the contradiction between his beliefs on freedom and
self-determination and the fact he owned
slaves. Yet, he only freed his slaves upon
dying. Jefferson has something in common
with Jimmy Carter. Both men accompli hed
more out of office than when they were
president. Sound familiar? The most important tlllng aboutlefferson i his view on
government and h is vi ion of what America
should become. Jefferson wanted America
to be a mostly agricuJturalIy-ba ed counlI)'.
There was plenty of land for everyone back
then, and that land represented freedom and
independence to Jefferson. Free from government hassle, free from a lifetime of
renting, as was commonplace in England.

Alexander Hamilton was a peer of
Jefferson's and agreed with Jefferson on a
few general ideas. Hamilton liked trong
government, weak states, and even eaker
individuals. He was an elitist· he believed
those most educated (and wealthy) h uld
run the country. He had no faith in the
average per on's ability to cast a ote for a
good leader. Hamilton anted an industrialized nation.
These were ery different men.
Jefferson asfamo forhi "commonman"
approa h to government. He didn t ant
people to become wage slaves in an indu trialized nation. Hamilton was a de out
elitist who lov.ed to "put on air ." Both men
ad 'ised George Washington -during his
presidency, before each became Commander-in-chief.
Who was right? ho as wrong? They
both were. Hamilton' vie that industrialization was n~sary certainly was correct
leffer on's view on the importance of agriculture and independence was correct

Time for a Walk /
y

~

grandmother lies in a ho pital
fighting for her life. She has
suffered a ries of stroke and is
not expected to live mu h longer.
.
She is one of the greatest person
I've been hIe sed to know. I'm going to
share a few things about her life with you,
just so you will get orne idea of what kind
of person he i and what exactI y her life has
to do with you and me.
My grandmother' name i Ada
Kyrkendall Arm lead, and he was born in
the mountain of orth Carolina. After
marriage, she gave birth to a total of four
om. Ju t
girls, one of which is my
Grandma's luck-no boys to help out in
hard times. Time were hard; her husband
became an alcoholic, possibly because of
the Great Depres ion, and he eventually left
his family. Grandmother worked, when
there was work at a cotton mill (hard wor ).
Somehow he and her daughters urvived.
When you read about some people having to
beg for food to survive back in the depre sion, you are reading about my grandmother-life got that bad. During the depres ion, Grandma's bowel locked up,
po ibly becau e of her poor diet She
wasn't uppo ed to urvive the operation
that aved her. So UTe w re the d lOrs that
she'd die, they didn't even bother to ew her
up. The doctors ju t left the clamp on and
waitcdfordeathtomakeavi it. Shecouldn t
die yet; he wa all her four young daughte
had. Funny, tho ·e doctors all died decad
ago. A couple of week after her urgery,
Grandma was back at work though till in

Jerrald

realize that m

Jerrald Murray, staff c lumn·

almo t unbearable pain. Roughly five years
ago, she almo t died again wh n her wels
locked up one more. Scar tissue from the
frr t urgery w the culprit Amazing.
Grandma' life could have been ea ier
if she had been willing to pro titute her ay
through the depre ion. If he had d n that,
would he have been able to rai four
honest, God-fearing daughters? I doubt it
She wa too wise to take the easy, di honorable way out of a hard life so he raised
her family alone and taught her daughte
right from wrong, not just verbally. but by
example. The one constant in my
grandmother' life h been her 10 e and
devotion to her family-whate er th co L
That i rea on enough to call h r a hero.
Grandma never h d a pia of her own
untiloneofher on -in-law builta house for
ithhi 0 nmoney,
herwithhi ownh nd
on hi own land. My uncl did that becau
of his love for Grandma not~u anyone
a ed him to do o. H i n't her n, but
Grandma 10
him ju t as one anyway;
he treats her Ii e hi mom. Grandma has
always treated h r grandchildren especially
well. I r member my grandmother taking
me downto n many times when I was a
child. That wa be~ re huge mall w rc born
and illed off that ond rful downto n
e tra eled by bu ,
hopping c perien e.
b au e Grandm h ne er dri en car in
h r life. Though on a fix d Income, he
would a1 ay buy m omethin I wanted,
au
the way grandparen al a} do ju
they love you.
Over the y
I cam to reeo nize my
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'''Don't sell America short,"
--Anonymous

Jonathan Shanks re-elected SGA President for 1992-93
by MICHELLE LAMBERT
Reporter

Jonathan Shanks' views on politics are:
If you are interested in them, get out; if you
are not in them, stay out; and if you just got
elected, endure.
Just kidding.
Shanks was recently re-elected president along with Andrew Stonefield who
serves as vice-president, Gwen Miller who
serves as treasurer, and Bobby Hernandez
who serves as secretary. He has been a very
effectual president in the past, and this year
should be no different. Future plans include
a Grade Forgiveness Policy and a Student

Grievance Committee.
much better year because of better organizaThe grade forgiveness policy, if ap- tion. He says that "there are only four
proved, would greatly help the drop-out rate people in this office, but we can get everyin that many of the students who did not thing done," Although he may seem as if he
come back last semester did so because of is limited as to what may be accomplished,
bad grades. These students get discouraged Jonathan says he enjoys what he does and
and quit. A stronger impression needs to be that makes a difference. Changes are hard to
made. The student grievance committee come by at Coastal, and usuall y only happen
would be a panel of students and faculty that .. over long drawn-out periods of time. Perwould protect the rights of students and sisting on issues is what gets things done
provide them with a panel to go to and around here.
present their problems to. Both of theses
"I've got a fabulous staff that is very
policies are still in the works, however.
competent. I feel that we'll be able to
Jonathan is very confident about the achieve everything we set out to do."
upcoming year. He believes this will be a

Jonathan Shanks

Are you writing intensive?/ Jonathan Shanks, SGA President
I'm very confused, now you're probably thinking, what's new? I don't understand the writing intensive scandal. I'm
completely confident that you're all familiar
with the requirements for the majority of
student at this college, so I'll spare you what
the student bulletin says.
There are certain courses that are designated "Writing Intensive" and all the others aren't, right? By the way, if you are an
English major, you don't need to worry

about whether or not your courses are writing intensive, because they all are (or at least
22 of them)! I'm feeling like I've really
missed something. Let me explain to you
what isn't writing intensive for the upcoming fall semester and maybe you11 understand. A history major's senior thesis isn't,
all independent studies are not (these course,
most of the time, are just massive term
papers), nothing is economics, psychology,
sociology, and government, only one course

in history is, one course in biology, marine
science, and chemistry combined (important to note the bulletin refers to labs when
writing intensive is discussed) and two
courses in business administration. Six
courses in education are writing intensive
and only twenty-two in English!
Now this is what really confuses me, I
personally have done more writing in non
"Writing Intensive" courses, so why is it so
crucial to take these "Writing Intensive"

courses and not write intensively? I believe
I know how to beat the system though, write
intensively in non-writing intensive courses
and don't worry about those "Writing Intensive" courses,just make sure you have taken
a couple of them in order to graduate. Maybe
in the future, just to lessen the confusion. our
administrators 'will call these courses
"Writing Intensive in English and Education'
just to clarify what we're really doing ... we
can't write intensively anywhere else!

Come blow off some steam before finals begin!

Spadoni Park
5-9 p.m.
Friday, April 24
LIVE D.I.
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"If you would know the value of money,
go and try to borrow some."
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--Franklin

Campus news briefs/
submitted by Public Relations

College financial aid topic
for hotline, special broadcast
Everything students need to know about college financial aid i the topic of a special
broadcast Thursday, April 16 from noon to 8 p.m. on WBTW-TV 13 ofAorence and Myrtle
Beach. Segments of the program will be broadcast live from Coastal.
A toll-free financial aid hotline will be given during the broadcast and calls will be
accepted from noon to 8 p.m. Financial aid counselors from Coastal Carolina College,
Morris College, Coker ColJege, Pembroke State University. Horry-Georgetown Technical
College and Florence-Darlington Technical College will answer the telephone calls and
assist students in their quests for financial assistance information. General questions about
the process of applying to a college or specific concerns about an individual student's
situation will be taken. Parents and students are invited to call.
For more infonnation on the College Financial Aid special, call 448-1481 347-3161
or 546-0234, extension 2015 or 2309.

Congratu{ations
omx... I ncfuctees
Seniors

Juniors
B r ara Ahren
Jennifer Barn ell

Peter ero Ie

Stephanie Biegner
Brendan Frost
Chnadra Hil ton
Robert Stubb

arah Lo din
LonaMem
er ti Pratt
Dena Ru ell

Coastal leads region in
Latin American film holdings
Coastal has recently increased its Latin American film holdings to 85 item and
according to Coa tal government and international studies profe or James Henderson, the
new acquisition' make the college the leader in the Carolinas in terms of number of holding
of this nature at an institution of higher education.
The creation of Coastal's Latin American film collection has been pos ible through the
assistance from the Mellon Foundation and the Latin American Center of Tulane Univer ity
in New Orleans. The funds, received from 1987 to 1992, have been devoted to outreach
activities in international studies.
Among the lQ recent film acquisitions in the Coastal collection are: Details of a Duel
(Colombia, 1989), Luiza (Brazil, 1988), and Time For Revenge (Argentina, 1983). Recent
non-fiction additions include Market Day in a Changing Economy and The Pyramids ofthe

Sun and the Moon.
Henderson said all Spanish or Portugue e language films in the Coastal collection have
English subtitle that enhance their usefulness in teaching and outreach activities. The
collection. most of which is in VHS videocassette format, is sufficiently complete enough
to allow thematic exploration of concepts such as male-female relationships in Latin
America and ethnicity in the southern Americas. It also pennits detailed exploration of
individual nations such as Mexico, Brazil and Argentina, he said.

Coastal to hold graduate
registration for summer 1992
Graduate students at Coastal may schedule appointments for advisement to be held
Monday, April 20 through Friday, April 24 from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Graduate Office.
Registration will be held concurrently in the Graduate Office.
According to Helen Hood, graduate registrar at Coastal, students will avoid lines
during the late registration period in June and may get a better selection of classes if they
take this opportunity for early adVisement and registration.
No bills will be mailed for summer courses.
USC graduate courses are offered at Coastal in education, librarianship, English,
mathematics, psychology, history, government, art education, journalism, social work,
public health administration, and several other disciplines. USC also offers courses at
Coastal leading to the Professional MBA and master of engineering degrees.
Television instruction in some discipline provides an alternative to traditional
classroom instruction. Instruction for the courses is offered on closed-circuit televi ion
through ETV or on tapes.
For more information about registral.1on or eligibility requirements, contact the
Graduate Office at Coastal Monday through Thur day from 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. and
Friday, from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. at448-14 1,347-3161 or 546-0234, extension 2671.

You ctln make your summer break count by enroUing in
courses at Coastal Carolina College. Whether wanting to
get ahead or just catch up, you CJln accumulate a full
semester's credits through Coastal's May semester and two
summer sessions. Plus, you ctln live in our campus
apartments tor only $75 a week, and our Job Placement
Office will help you in your search for a summer job.
Plan to attend summer classes, pick up a schedule in the
ReK.istration Office, and meet with your advisor. You may
regtster now for summer classes in your academic
department or in the Registration Office.

y Semester hegi s , 11
S .....r Iltegi s J 8
S
rlllte·sJlly13

COASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE
University of South Ozrolinll System
c..-c....c..k ................ ...nlllilrl......
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"There are more men enobled by study
than by nature"
-Cicero

Icelandic students cont. from page 1
managing partners in Joh Bakan, a
pizza chain which is the top fastfood enterprise in Iceland.
Gunnarsson is temporarily on leave
to study in the University of South
Carolina's master of international
business (MmS) program.
"We were rather concerned about
the dropping numbers of new applicants to Coastal from Icleand,"
Nagle said, "but the energy, contacts
and plans we developed both here
and in Iceland and the generous
initiatives of the alumni should
ensure that Icelanders will continue
to bea prominent and unique part of
Coastal's student body."

Memories, gregg grant

"Lying Jim Clark" was what everybody
that knew him called him. He was notorious
in my hometown as the best storyteller and
liar around. Some people despised him while
others just loved to near him tell his yarns.
They would come from miles around to sit
and listen to some of the most captivating
stories they ever heard. I don't think he ever
told the same story twice, always making
them up as he went. Adventure stories were
my favorite, but he could scare the daylights
out of me with some ghost story.
Jim or Uncle Pap, as he was known to
me, had an enormous impact on my life. I
Adolf Olagson Coastal class of 1990.
think through knowing him I was awakened
to the power of imagination, of letting my
According to Nagle, the retention and
mind take over and propel me through the
graduation rate far exceeds local, regional
magical world of fantasy. He could have me
and national averages.
breathless by being in an Indian attack, or
The success of the graduates has not
sailing on the high seas with pirates, or
ended with their graduation. Most of them
trapping lions and tigers in Mrica. Somehave achieved admirably in professional
times I would beg to hear a story again, but
life, despite a tight recession in Iceland. For
he would say, "Ah, that's an old one now, we
example, AdolfOlason (Class of 1990) is a
don't have time to go backward."
national brand manager with the top manuUnele Pap was unique, he had no source
facturer and distributor of dairy and juice
of i~come, nor could anyone remember him
products in Iceland. Julius Thorfinnsson
having ajob. He didn 'thave anything nor do
(Class of 1990) is a manager with Hekla, the
I think he wanted much. He lived from day
firm that markets Volkswagon and
to day by selling pop bottles, panhandling,
Mitsubishi automobiles in Iceland. Kristjan
and conning for things he needed. Having
Agustsson (Class of 1990) is principal partenough to meet his needs, he seemed to
ner in Icelandic Market Research , a consultalways be content.
ing fmn. Karl Hjalmarsson (Class of 1989) Julius Thorfinnsson Coastal class of
Beside a train switching track near one
and Gunnar Gunnarson (Class of 1988) are 1990.
of the big cotton mills in my hometown
I

I

Minority Student
Celebration
Friday, April 24, 1992
5 p.m.
Student Center,
Room 205
For more info contact
Pat Singleton-Young,
Minority Student
Relations Office,
extension 2304.

stood a little beer tavern. Here Pap spent
most of his time, for he had a great liking for
beer and other spirits. As the people would
come in, U nele Pap would start on one of his
tales and the next· thing you knew they
would buy him drinks to keep the stories
going. If the drinks stopped, so would the
tales. Pap knew what people liked and in his
own way knew how to make it profitable.
I was not exempt for paying for my
stories either. I didn't have money, but Pap
would tell me to bring him some of mv
mother's cigarettes. He would tell me "Don't
take the whole pack, just a few so she won't
miss any of them. Be careful and don't get
caught, but if you do, don't mention my
name." Another fondness of Pap's was my
Grandma's egg custards, and he wouldn't
mind sending him one, but he would say, "It
taste better if you steal it." I guess this was
why a lot of people thought he was a bad
person, stealing, lying and such, but I also
learned a lot about God and the Bible from
him. He always told me the Bible contained
all the answers we needed and as we got
older the questions would come to us. As for
stealing, he told me never to steal to hurt
someone or to take more than I needed.
Even now, I can see his ice blue eyes
sparkling, his long white hair hanging uneven
around his shoulders, and I hear that mellow
baritone voice enticing me into another exciting adventure in the realm of the imagination.

Applications
The Office of Minority
Student Relations is
now accepting
applications for the
Leadership Challenge
Program. Deadline is
Aprii 30,1992 at 5 p.m.

For more info contact
Pat Singleton-Young
at extension 2304,
SCRm206C
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-Business is like oil. It won't mix with anything
but business.·
--J. Graham
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Peter Barr named dean of
Submitted by Public Relations
Peter B. Barr has been named dean of
the E. Craig Wall Sr. School of Business and
Computer Science at USC Coastal Carolina
College, effective July 1.
. The appointment comes in the wake of
a national search that attracted 123 applicants
from around the country. The position was
advertised in The Chronicle of Higher
Education, Black Issues in Higher Education,andAACSBNewslinein ovemberand
December 1991.
Chancellor Ron Ingle sai~ "I am confident that Dr. Barr will provide the leadership necessary to achieve the goals that the
faculty of the Wall School have established
for the 1990s and beyond."
"Dr. Barr's readiness for this position
acknowledges the significant accomplishments of his predecessor, William J. Baxley
Jr.," Ingle said. "In his tenure as dean, Bill
Baxley has established a sound academic
foundation and environment that will enable
Dr. Barr and the school continued success in
delivering quality education for Coastal
Carolina College students."

Baxley will retire June 30, 1991.
Barr, a profe sor of bu ines admini tration has been a member of the Coa tal
faculty since 1987. He wa instrumental in
the establi shment of the Center for Economic
and Comm unity Development in April t 989
and became the center' first director. The
center functions as a bridge between the
college and the community, providing
technical and applied research and con ulting
for individuals, bu inesse and government
entities throughout the region. Under Barr'
leadership, the center ha
uccessfully
completed 79 projects in direct service to the
college, the private ector and the community; involved the efforts of 16 faculty
members and more than 400 students;
completed 17 public ervice projects; and
generated m'ore than $400,000 in external
funding.
Barr earn¢ a doctorate in business administration from Louisulila ~ech University in 1985. a master's degree in business
administration from Marshall University in
1977 and a bachelor's degree in bu ines
administration in 1975, also from Marshall

Univer ity. Barr academic
teaching career pan 15 year ,
including 11 years of full-tim
ervice
ith Coa tal and
Marshall Unive ity. H al
has teaching experien at Ohio
University. Loui iana Tech University and Grambling Sta
Univer ity.
During hi tenure, Barr h
been publi hed in numerou
journal and prof! ional publication and has given pr ntation in the area and throughout
th country. He al 0 h completed e ten ive consulting contracts a well a volunteer efforts
dedicated to community enhancement, and has been appointed to the Myrtle Beach Air
Force Redevelopment Ta
Force, Carolina Bay Parkwa
Task Force and th Citizen'
Advisory Committee for Grand Strand ater and Sewer Authority.
Barr and hi wife, Carol, live in orth

Senior job fair set for April 18
The Area Agency on Aging will hold a
Job Fair for Seniors on Saturday, April 18
from 9 a.m. to noon in the Continuing Ed.
Building on the Coastal campus.
Participants in the second annual Job
Fair for Seniors include employers looking
for full-time and part-time workers, and
organizations interested in attracting high
quality volunteers. The event is free to
participating busines e and organizations
and is open to the public.
According to Pam Duncan, coordinator
of the fair, "We have made some adjustments
based on our experience from last year. We
are starting earlier and ending earlier in the
day. Older workers are known for their
punctuality, and this includes geUing up and
out early."

The Grand Strand is an attractive retirement destination and Horry County and part
of Georgetown County have witnessed dramatic increases in the older population in
the past 10 years, Duncan said. "Many of
these retirees have a wealth of experience
and education, and can be valuable to employers as mentor to younger employees.
Often. retirees find that retirement i not
what they thought it would be he said.
B usines es and organizations interested
in participating in the fair hould contact the
Area Agency on Aging at 349-2130. Bu inesses unable to attend the fair may submit
po ition notices for the Opportunitie Bulletin Board at the fair by ending written
infonnation to: Area Agency on Aging, USC
Coastal Carolina College. P.O. Box 1954~
Conway, S.C. 29526.

~mem6er Your !Favorite

Person at 'Easter

Witli a 'Bas~t 6y

~ts .;.?[~

Call to
order

f<)c?

Ruth Caudle

o~

365-2714

All price
ranges

Scholar hip application for Alpha
Delta Kappa Alpha Ep ilon are a aila
in
the Financial Aid Office. Rcquiremen
include:
• Earne t d ire to teach. and
• Financial need.
Deadlin i Ma ,1992.

Greater Columbia Lio
Clu Application available in th Finan ial Aid Offi e.
A 500 award will be a arded to a ri in
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'To live in hearts we leave behind,
is not to die." --Campbell

.----------------------------------------------------,
ulmCoast:aI
Thank You
Umoast:aI
to .
S

~

S

Carolina
College

~

Carolina
College

IThe Radisson ResortlatlKingston Plantation I
Coastal Carolina College's Student Government Association thanks the Radisson Resort
for all their support this past year.

L ____________________________________________________ ~

- - - - LOST AND FOUND . ---

INT'L STUDY OPPORTUNITIES:
Through the Int'l Student Exchange Program (ISEP) there
are still openings for semester and full-year exchanges for
academic year 1992-93. The countries in which the openings are: Argentina, Brazil, Columbia, Estonia/Finland,
France, Hong Kong, Korea, Mexico, the Netherlands, the
Philippines, Russia, Sweden, Togo, United Kingdom, and
Uruguay.
For additional info contact
Geoff Parsons, extension 2054.

The lost and found department for Coastal is located in the Department of Law
Enforcement and Safety. The department has several lost items that have been
turned in but have never been reported as lost. To claim any of the following
items you would need to contact the campus police and be able to provide an
accurate description of the item.
The department has several pair of eyeglasses/sunglasses, ladie's and men's
watches, a wedding band, ladies ring, bracelet, pledge pin, bicycle, and several
sets of keys.

--------~
' EASSWIED~-------ROOM FOR RENT: downtown Conway, 3 BR, 2 bath house, looking for mature student,
faculty or staff, I have a dog 248-3654.
FOR SALE: Town House, 2 large BR wi walk-in closets, FP, 1 1/2 baths, kitchen wi
appliances, pool, tennis, playground. Carolina Pines, 1/2 mile to college or c.onway. hosp.
(803) 347-7616, leave me~sage.

Hair-Dews
Thank you Coastal, for making our first
year so successful!

Hwy.544
347-HAIR (4247)
Walk-ins Welcome
Just in:
Tanning Tablets for the
Ultimate Tan!

Free 5 minute skin
analysis by
Beauti-Control!

The Catholic students are continuing to meet weekJy on
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Center. Scripture study
and discussion will be held. This is a great opportunity for
Christian fellowship. Everyone is most welcome.
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"Patriotism is the last refuge of a scoundrel.·
--Samuel Johnson

Chanticleer

Voter registration on campus
Students, are you over 18 and a resident of South Carolina? Have you registered to vote
yet? If you need to register to vote, you don't have to drive to Conway to do iL Bringproof
of residence and proof of age to the circulation desk in Kimbel Library between 8:00 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. daily and fill out the form. Peggy Bates, the circulation supervisor, is a
qualified voter registrar. Registering to vote couldn't be easier. Once registere<L you will
be able to vote in the November elections in South Carolina and have a say in the future of
this country.

Beginning on 1arch 16, tuden
Seme ter, Summer I and umm r IJ

Regi tration for Ma em ter March 16 - a
ar h 16 - Jun 4
Regi tration for ummer I
Regi tration for umm r II
arch 16 - Jul 10

Leadership Challenge will be sponsoring a "Voters Registration Drive" April 15 and
16 from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. in teh Student Center. Any student who wi he to regi ter to vote
will need to bring a picture ID and a social security card. Please take this opportunity to have
your voice in government heard. VOTE!

3.

Attention loan recipients
Federal regulations require that graduating seniors and those not planning to attend
classes next fall attend a student loan borrowers conference.
Conferences will be held Thursday,
April 23 in room 204 in the Student Center
at 11 am .• 12 p.m .• and 1 p.m.
Friday, April 24, 1992 at 2 p.m., 3 p.m.,
and 4 p.m. (representatives from SC Student
Loan Corporation will be present during this

presentation}.
Perkins Loan recipients must attend
Thursday, April 23, conferences. All other
loan recipients may attend Thursday or
Friday.
Please make arrangements to attend
one of these sessions. Failure to attend may
cause a HOLD to be placed on your graduation or transfer process. For more information. please contact Glenn Hanson in the
Financial Aid Office, extension 2325.

HERE' THE P •.'~·~&..J".I'-.1
1. Meet ith advi or.
2. Regi t r.
chedule & bill ill
mailed in April.
4. Pay b m il.
5. Sho up for cla .

Thi regi trati n p e i not adverti
in the
Regular regi trati n for May S m ter, Summer [ and
and will be conducted a
rding to th date and in tru ti n
felas

•

Par - Ime
If you would like further infonnation, please ee
in the Job Placement Offioe.

ollie taJ'1bu

Clerical #3
onh Myrtle Beach, 5/11r, flexible ho
light typing, data entry, mail.

HELP WANTED
For academic year 1992-93, student work-study
needed for Alcohol and Drug Prevention
Program. Must be familiar with 12 Step
programs. Tl graduates and those in recovery
are encouraged to apply. good pay, flexible hours
for right person. Stop by Room 206C or call
extension 2340 and ask for Vicki.

BYOBPARTY
Wednesday, April 22 form 2:30 'til ?
in front of Studnet Center
Bring your own B
:ANA and get lots
offree goodies to put on it!
No kidding! All students welcome!
Sponsored by Flav-O-Rich Ice Cream--yummy!

Data Collector #9
Conway, S6-7/hr, 16 hrs/weck, must be a
junior, senior or graduate wI GPA of 3.0
must have re ume.

Data Entry #12
orth Myrtle Beach, $4.50 until trained.
flexiblehours,mu t have good typing ill.

5.40/hr -1
rred.

p. ., 7

Receptionist #14
.King Hwy. 5.50-6/hr,M-TH :15a.m.
- 5 p.m., F 9 a.m.-6 p.m., handle 10 line
phone system to direct and receive incoming calls.

Cbildcare #24
Conway, S4.25-5/hr, flexibl hours take
care of preschool and sch 1 ag children.
Child care #26
Conway, salary 10 be di ussed, 3- p.m. 34 nights/week, prepare light meal in the
evenings.
Counselor #32
Pawley's Island salary to di u sed, flexibJe hours. wor wI children.
Summer Camp Counselor #35
Sandy Ridge, SC salary and hours to be
discussed, wor wI girl age 7-17.
aitstaff ISS
Barefoot Landing, salary to be di
sed.
flexible hour .
Hotel #S9
Myrtle Beach $4.50-5/hr, 3-11 p.m. or 7
a.m.-3 p.m., 40 hr/w .
t

Front De

#62

orth Myrtl Beach, 175/w, regi tration
and confrrmation of clien 40 hrl

a.m .

p..

7
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by SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

Recently looking over a bulletin board
in the Student Center I saw an ad for the
"S.C. Hemisphere Beauty Pageant, S.C.
odeling Competition & S.C. Showbiz
TalentContesl" My first thought, of course,
as "Wow, someone is going to have to
wrap that sash around themselves twice!"
My second thought was somewhere along
the lines of "Huuunh?"
Miss Hemisphere? What? Does this
mean that contestants will be competing
with everyone in the northern hemisphere?
If so, why are they all com ing to the Sea Mist
Resort in Myrtle Beach?
Someone suggested that perhaps
hemisphere referred to the brain. You know,
left and right hemispheres of the brain control either logic or creativity (I can never
remember which is which). Since only
women with half a brain would degrade

themselves by entering a pageant, we can
assume that they are looking for the woman
with the best half brain. Since they don't
specify which hemisphere they are looking
for, we can further assume that the folks
holding the pageant can't remember which
is which either.
Dh! Guess what else! The "Distinguished Honored Guest" is Muhammad Ali.
I guess they wanted him because he has lost
most of both hemispheres of his brain from
bouncing them off the inside of his kull and
therefore, adequately represents the contest
theme.

************************************
I'm going to talk about calC; (they have
about 10 breasts each!). Everyone knows
that cats are strange, obnoxious creatures,
with an attitude that has Kevin from the fifth
grade beal

"For the female of the species is more
deadly than the male. n --Kipling

My current feline companion is named
Winston Churchill (he doesn't get drunk and
insult people, but I suspect he would if he
could). This cat has attitudes, but they're all
wrong. Cats are usually pretty uppity,
Winston has no self-respect.
He refuses to drink from his water bowl.
If I put out water for him, it reminds him to
drink from the toilet. You haven't had fun
until you've flushed a toilet while a cat is
drinking from it.
Winston is obsessed with water in any
form. It's kind oflike the way we slow down
to look at car wreck . We're interested in
what we fear. \Vhen I take a bath, Winston
will come and sit on the edge of the tub. He
leans out as far as he can, trying to make sure
that I really am sitting in a foot of water. I
thought this was cute, as a pet owner tends to
do, until he fell in. The tub bOllom offered
little traction, but my calves were great for
getting a grip. To top that off, he acted like

it was my fault.
I can still lure him onto the tub edge
(why?) with shaving cream. He loves the
stuff. I tasted a little myself,just to see what
the attraction was, and it's minty, not bad at
all.
Winston, ho ever, has nothing on
Nermal, a friend's cat. Nermal is a huge tom
cat with 2 IQ points, tops. He sits on the
upstairs banister and regularly falls off, down
stairs every time. In the summer, he falls out
of the upstairs window on an almost daily
basis. Always out, never in. If he had a
brain, he' worn it out by now.
The really funny thing, though, is
Nermal Junior. Nermal the first has taken
ermal the second in hand, and is training
him to fall from great heights. Nermal jr.
watches with the utmost respect and takes
20 foot falls. He hasn't quite got ermal's
style down yet, but he's losing brain cells
every day.

Flick Picks /Jennijer Okoia, staffwriter
o

~

he film opens with a torrid sex
scene where nothing is left up to
the imagination. As if what we
witnessed was not enough to satiate the two partners, the woman,
introduces a white scarf with which she
proceeds to tie the man's hands to the headboard. The sounds of ecstasy heighten until
the woman rips into his chest with an ice
pic turning his shrieks of passion into
Shrieks of pain.
In case you haven't figured it out, the
f:tIm is "Basic Instinct," and the scene just
d cribed is one of the mo t talked about
scenes since the "Psycho" shower scene.
But, the main question on everyone's minds
i --without the sex do you still have a good
movie? Here is where the debate lies.
So, you have one corpse and one murderess with shoulder length blonde hair. As
the police investigation begins, we Jearn
that the murdered rock star "has-been" has a
girlfriend with--would you believe it-shoulder length blonde hair The plot thickens as we learn that the corpse's girlfriend is
also a best-selling novelists who has coincidentally written a book who's story mirrors
the actual murder. So the police begin their
attempt to determine whether the book is an
alibi, plan, or frame up for the actual encounter.
"Basic Instinct" al 0 contains the infamous "cop who falls in love with uspect"
su plot made spicier with lesbian and bisexual characters. Here, then, lies the other
conltOver y: Is "Basic Instinct" differentiated from other movies of its kind simply

m.
.
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o

o

00

000
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because of its shocking sexuality? Well, yes
and no. But the point is, who cares?
"Basic Instinct" is an entertaining movie.
It is not entirely predictable. In fact, if you

as~ three different people about the ending,
odds are you11 get three different answers.
It's the variation of the theme that makes
"Basic Instinct" so interesting. I wouldn't

say that it keeps you on the edge of your seat,
butitdoe keep you veryinvolved,oratlea t
wishing you were--JUST KIDOI G! .It' a
good one.
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TAI{ING A STUDY BREAK?

rtf, se
Wallet
Keys

Backpack
Pocket calculator

TAI(E YOUR SlUFF WITH YOU.
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Sunday

** all dates are subject to
The Rolling Stones
concert movie wiD be change
playing at the
Discovery Center in
Charlotte until June!!
12
Barley Boys Apple
Annie's; The Brave Men
Atlantis

Testa & Firehouse
Asheville Civic CtT; Pirate
Rockburger; Hearts &
Bones Rick's; Lire in
General Smid-Dre's; Mike
Edwards & the Banned
Atlantis

Awareness Art Ensemb
(reggae) Purple Gator;
Lire in General
Smid-Dre's; H egro
Rick's; Black River King's
Road; Skeeter Bramp on
& Hwy. 61 Night Moods;
Pirate Rockburger; The
14 Brave Men Atlantis
IS

13

Thursday

Friday

Yanni Raleigh Mem.
Aud.; Machine (Pink
Aoyd) Gator; RifT Raff
II usio -C
cston;
Black River King's Rd;
i 'ads Rick; Pirate
Rockburger; Life in
General Smid-Dre;
e Atlanti

WKZQ presents

Adrian Ballou Variery
Playhouse-Atlanta; Hearts
& Bones Rick's; Wise
Guys Rockburger; The
Brave Men Atlantis

Wise Guys Rockburger;
Stormy Monday Blues
Rick's; The Brave Men
Atlantis

'antucket Purple Gator;
Homegrown Rick's;
.The ads Ri 's; W
Javelin King's Road; Wise Gu 'S Roc burger; Ja eli
Guys Rockburger; The
King's Road; T Bra 'e
Brave Men Atlantis
Men Atlantis

21

19
Kinetics Rockburger;
Actors on Call Atlantis

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

Good luck on exams!
Stormy Monday Blues
Rick's; Talon Rockburger;
Actors on Call Atlantis

26

AI Stewan & Peter
White MagelJan's-Raleigh;
Four Horsemen Music
Farm; Actors on Call
Atlantis; Talon
Rockburger; Homegrown
Rick's; Stranger Purple
Gator
29
28

Edgar Winter
Myskyn's-Charleston;
Talon Rockburger, Hearts
& Bones Rick's; RTZ
Purple Gator; Actors on
CaD Atlantis

27

(
Tuesday

Vinn M re & ho 7un
Me ia Purple Gator;
The ads Rick's; Ta10
RockblUger; Actors on
Call Atlantis

ay 1992 )
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

1

Congratulations.
Seniors!

other May dales:
11 Eric Clapton Lean
Smilfh Clf.
13 Tesla & Firehouse
L. Joel Col.- WinstonSalem
3 15 T esla & Firehouse

Blockbuster
19 Social O' tortion,
Pegbo & Best Kissers in
the World Magellan's
20 eville Bros.
Blockbuster
4 22 Chicago & Moody S

Blues Blockbuster
23 Lynyrd S ynyrd &
Special Blockbuster
Blockbuster Pav.
June dates:
19 Jimmy Buffett
13 & 14 Jimm BufTett
Bloc "buster Pav.
Walnut Cree
14 Rush & Mr. Big
6

July dates.

3 Crosb 'til
fil c bu lcr Pa .

7

Coastal Carolina Concert Connec ion / COnlp· ed b
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liAs we advance in life, we learn the limits of
our abilities. --Froude

Chan ticfeer

II

Intramural sports finish out
year with mud volleyball
Submitted by Intramural Office

Going into the spring dash for intramural sports, there were high expectations for a
great second half season. With 5-on-5
basketball, racquetball, bowling, and
walleyball out the way, we can jump right
into softball, water polo, frisbee golf, 3-on3 sand volleyball, and mud volleyball to
wind down the end of this great intramural
sports season.
The co-ed softball started off with a
bang, and is seeming to build up momentum
as the playoffs nears.
In the Coastal league for softball, the
SID's are leading the way with a 4-0 record.
The Sig Eps are on their trail with a 3-1
record. Which leaves Sigma N u and the
Effers bringing up the rear of the league.
Over in the Carolina League, the Lords
seem to be hanging on the top of the league
with a 2-0 record. The Orilers. who tail the
Lords by only half a game, are coming up
fast with a record of2-1. And the Alpha Sigs
are not far behind them with a 2-2 record.
PERC and the Last Harrays are fighting to
get back in the race with a record of 1-1 each.

The Lowburg Drizzles are falling behind
with an 0-3 record.
Water Polo ended with an exciting final
against PERC and Sigma Nu, with Sigma ·
Nu out waking the PERC's.
In Frisbee Golf, Ed Danis showed off
his skilJ to win the one day tournament
3-on-3 sand volleyball started on Tuesday, April 7, with 5 teams. This season will
start to ROAR! Also with team tennis
starting at a time to be announced and the
end of the year cook-out with mud volleyball on Thursday April 23, it will be interesting to see how much people can take with
all this excitement.
The intramurals offlce would like to tell
anyone who participated in an intramurals
activity, that they can come and pick up a
ticket for the cook-out at the intramural
office by April 23.
There will be a $5 entry fee per team for
mud volleyball which will be part of the
cook-out activities. The $5 fee will go
toward the cost of the days activities.
So don't spectate, participate! For more
information, call the intramural hotline at
347-2830.

.

Baseball suffers losing streak
by DANA DUVALL
Sports Writer

The Coastal baseball team has experienced a series of tough losses lately. This
past weekend Coastal traveled to Davidson
COllege and dropped two out of three to the
Wildcats. Mickey Lincoln grasped the win
for the Chants. Simon Scott hit a powerful

homerun and was named Big South Conference Player of the week.
On Tuesday the Chants traveled to
Charleston to face the Citadel. Although the
Chants lost 12-3, RJ. Ventura hit a whopping homerun. Coastal's record in teh conference stands at 6-3 overall.

BASEBALL
SCHEDULE
April 14................................................ St. Andrews
April 22 ....................................... UNC Wilmington
* APRIL 25,26.............•.......•... UN C ASHVILLE
May 1,2 .................................................... Mt. Olive
May 14-17 ........................... Big South Tournament
* HOME GAMES IN BOLD
I

1992
Softball Schedule
Aprii--------------I
Tuesday
Thursday

14
UNC Wilmington
·Home 5 p.m.
16-18 at Big South Tourn: Charleston

r---------------------~---,

Coastal Carolina
Varsity Cheerleaders

Would like to thank the
following people for all their
help during the 1991-92 season.
And for all those who showed
us support--we thank you!
Dr. Bob Squatriglia
Christine White
Kathy Watts
Pat Singleton-Young
Atheneum
Russ and the Team
Mark Kelley
Training Room
Dawn Williams
The Chanticleer
Dr. and Mrs. Eaglin
Carole Abner
Jess Dannelly
Pep Band
Ed Green
All of the fraternities
Curtis Frederick
and sororities for _
L ________________________
Dance Team
their school spirit. .J

Applications are being
accepted for position of
Pep Band Director.
Contact Office of student Activities
at extension 2311, ask for Kim.

Chanticleer

p -I 3 -
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4113 - Chicken Br a

HamlMac
4114-

a
hi

4120 -La agna
4121 - Pork ried i
ettucini Alfr do
4122 - Roa t B f
Chicken Parm an
4123 - BBQ Chic en
oa
0
4124 - Beef te
edi h ea ball

FACTORY STORE
Outlet Park at Waccamaw

Mall #3
Myrtle Beach, C
(803) 236-8739

Earth ay ever
(But especial A

a

22
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ITI TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA
CALL US!
RIIIIUrInt R_

Myrtle Belch

626-7666
1706 s. Ki9 Hwy.

-449-8700
99QO.O N. KrIg& ..,.

Myrtle Belch

......

449-2469 ....iiiiii~

.•

5221 N. Kirvs Hwy.

249-8181

SCI Hwy 17 North ______

12231~AV8.

:$

Premium Chicken, Spicy or Mild Fried - BBQ - Roasted

A BIG CHANGE FROM THE ORDINARY
FAST FOOD TASTE
COMPLEMENT YOUR MEAL:
* Homemade biscuits * Sandwiches & Nuggets * Corn * Corn muffins
Cajun-style rice * BBQ Beans * Cole Slaw * Chicken gumbo stew *

*

Attention Students, Faculty, and Staff:
Receive a 10% discount on' any purchase with Coastal LD.

650-3030

5525 Ddt Pond Ad.

N.MyrtIe BNch

2_

.

..

SurftIde .....

238-8500
~

-

Hwy 17 SouIt "

l1am - I am Sun-Thurs
Ilam - 2 am Frl & Sat

00

I
I
I
AllY I nEIl
I OR MOlE "ZZA
I

1$10~W:~~~:;~~~~~;~Offl
I One coupon per visit.
I Must present coupon
I at time of purchase.
I
I• Valid at : "

I
I
I
I
I
_•

Not to be combined
with any other offer

May31 1992
Expires:'

~-------------------

...

College discount, 10% off regular menu price with studnet I.D.

University Plaza
347-7501

Bay Village
365-1501

,-----------1 ,-----------1

I
I

~y

Footlong Sub·

ff

I
I
I
I

'Wtm ,.,....,.. I 4irMft..tcnu.o.._
I ,...--,.-...
L With coupon - expires MaY21~992--1

I
Any Regular 6" Sub
I
I
I c. ........." F~r Just
I ==~;;
99 II
I r:.:. .. ,.....,...
L With coupon :.:xpires MaY.21~992--.J

,-----------1 ,-----------1

I BuyASub&22ozD~ I I
Buy Two
I
I Get Another Sub For Only I I Foot Long Subs" Get One I
c.. ......... ...
I
I -.-.~
==.:...~
I I
I ~ ....11_.....
I I
I
L With coupon :..:xpires May~1~992--.J L With coupon ~xpires May~]~992--.J
~

e

The exterior
parking lots at the
E. Craig Wall Building
are now open for parking.

